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of Medical Devices Based on Abraham Solvation Model and
Solvent–Material Interactions Using Low-Density Polyethylene
as a Representative Material
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Chemical Characterization Solutions, LLC, P.O. Box 113, Newport, MN 55055, USA;
jianwei.li@chemicalcharacterizationsolutions.com; Tel.: +1-651-302-3360

Abstract: The thermodynamic and kinetic contributions to the over-extraction of extractables by
nonpolar organic solvents relative to biological lipids in exhaustive and exaggerated extractions of
medical devices are studied based on the Abraham solvation model and solvent–material interactions,
using low-density polyethylene (LDPE) as an exemplary material. The thermodynamic effect is
evaluated by the partition constant of extractables between LDPE and extraction solvents, hexane
and lipids, defined as the concentration in the polymer phase divided by the concentration in
the solvent phase. The Abraham solvation model is used to correlate the measured LDPE-lipid
partition constant (log10Pldpe/lipid) to construct the predictive model. Similar models are also derived
from the thermodynamic cycle conversion, using the system constants of LDPE-water and Lipid-
water partition systems. These constructed models, together with the predictive LDPE-hexane
(log10Pldpe/hexane) model established from a previous study, are used to predict and compare the
ranges and values of Pldpe/s (s = lipids and hexane) for the observed LDPE extractables over a wide
hydrophobicity range in log10Po/w from zero to 30. The solvent-LDPE interactions are examined
by the degree of swelling of LDPE by hexane (or other nonpolar solvents) and lipids, including the
solvent diffusion rates into the material. These parameters allow the evaluation of kinetic effect on
the over-extraction. The extent of over-extraction is compiled directly by experimental “overall” or
“specific” migration data or indirectly calculated by the diffusion coefficient of extractables when
extracted by hexane or lipids. It is concluded from this study that the extractables distribution between
LDPE and lipids highly favors the lipid phase thermodynamically (Pldpe/lipid < 1), and the values
of Pldpe/lipid are always lower than those of Pldpe/hexane, thereby indicating that the thermodynamic
effect is not the cause of over-extraction. It is the kinetic effect that dominantly contributes to the
over-extraction, as supported by the material swelling and solvent diffusion rates. Finally, the extent
of over-extraction has been established from a few folds to over a hundred-fold, and the median
value is 7. Furthermore, the methods adopted and developed in this study can be invaluable tools
in other disciplines such as the reliable prediction of extractables from other device materials and
environmental sampling.

Keywords: extractables; exhaustive extraction; exaggerated extraction; lipids; low density polyethylene
(LDPE); Abraham solvation model

1. Introduction

Chemical characterization of medical devices (or assessment of extractables and leach-
ables, E&L) is currently a subject of intense interest and an essential aspect of the regulatory
review and approval of medical devices in the U.S., the European Union (EU), and most
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major markets around the world [1,2]. Chemical characterization is a process that identifies
and quantifies the constituent chemicals of a specific device or its component and materials,
which may have a direct or indirect human exposure from its clinical use [3]. This process
consists of the liquid–solid extraction of medical devices, components, or materials using
appropriate extraction solvents and/or conditions, followed by instrumental analysis of
extraction samples (also called extracts) to determine the concentration and identity of E&L
chemical entities, both of which are then used for a toxicological risk (or safety) assessment.

Extractables are “substances that can be released from medical devices, components, or
their materials using extraction solvents and/or extraction conditions that are expected to
be at least as aggressive as the clinical use [3]”. Leachables, which are typically a subset of ex-
tractables, are “substances that are released from a medical device during its clinical use [3]”.
As these medical and biomedical products use diverse categories of materials, including
polymers, metals, and ceramics [4]; and many different compounds are used as polymer
additives, including antioxidants, plasticizers, heat and UV light stabilizers, extrusion
chemicals, and colorants [5], E&L are a result of polymer monomers/oligomers/additives,
and residues from sterilization, cleaning, manufacturing processes, or chemical degrada-
tion of the material. Obviously, the classes of E&L compounds and their physicochemical
properties can be rather broad [6], and the number of extractables has been reported to be
over 10K [7]. For example, the range of hydrophobicity of likely extractables from different
materials can be from −2 to 19 in log10Po/w [6]. The term “extractables” is solely used in
the remaining article, as nonpolar organic solvents are mainly used in extractables studies
of medical devices by exaggerated and exhaustive extractions [3].

Nonpolar organic solvents, such as hexane, heptane, cyclohexane, etc., are used or
recommended as the extraction vehicles in the exaggerated and exhaustive extraction
of medical devices due to at least two reasons: (1) they are analytically expedient for
instrumental analysis of extracts [3]; and (2) they are intended to simulate the polarity
of the human lipid tissues, because the lipids are considered as nonpolar in general and
are soluble in nonpolar organic solvents [8,9]. A similar practice has been adopted in the
food industries over several decades. For example, vegetable oils such as olive oil are
used as the food simulants for “overall” migration testing for fatty foods, according to
Commission Regulation (EU) No 10/2011 on plastic food contact materials [10–12]. Because
the “specific” migration testing in olive oil is often impossible, alternative simulants are
being proposed: iso-octane and 95% ethanol [13–16]. The US FDA similarly recommends
the use of some aqueous-based solvents (absolute or 95% ethanol) as alternatives for fatty-
food simulants for polyolefins [11,17]. It is worth noting that lipids exist in biological
tissues in many different physical forms, and the simple lipids are often part of large
aggregates in storage tissues, such as oil bodies or adipose tissue (called as storage lipids).
In contrast, other complex lipids are usually constituents of membranes, where they occur
in a close association with such compounds as proteins and polysaccharides [18]. Because
the recommended nonpolar extraction vehicles or simulants by ISO 10993-12 (2021) are
vegetable oils such as olive oil [19], and vegetable oils and storage lipids are made of same
mixtures of triglycerides, the lipids referred in this study belong to the storage lipids (or
simply fats). Lipids, fats, and vegetable oils are considered the same in this study, and used
interchangeably in the remaining article.

As extensively studied and documented already, the extraction solvent is perhaps
the single most important variable affecting both the ultimate amount of extractables and
their diffusion properties, acting through its solubility of extractables and its swelling
action upon the polymer [20–23]. The equilibrium amount of extractables into a solvent
system with a finite solvent-to-polymer volume ratio is governed by the partition constant
or the respective solubilities of extractables in the solvent and in the polymer. When
the system is far from equilibrium, the amount migrated is determined by the diffusion
coefficients and associated parameters, such as the time of extraction and the thickness
of the sample [21,24–26]. The combination of the effects of solubility, partitioning, and
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diffusion would determine ultimately the extractables profiles (the number and amounts of
extractables, and the molecular weight distribution of all extractables from materials).

The partition constant, Pp/l (typically defined as the equilibrium concentration in the
polymer divided by the corresponding concentration in the solvent phase), is a fundamen-
tal physicochemical parameter describing the distribution of extractables between two
contacting phases at equilibrium. The values for the partition constant range over several
orders of magnitude depending on the polarities of polymeric materials involved, the
extraction solvent, and the nature of extractables [27]. For instance, the partition constant
of limonene, a nonpolar substance or hydrocarbon, in the LDPE/water system at 23 ◦C
was found to be higher than 5000 [28]. This makes it retained in the polymer, whereas a
much more polar compound like cis-hexenol shows a much lower value of 0.33, causing a
considerable transfer into the water. The reverse is true for nonpolar extraction solvents
such as hexane [29]. Numerous experimentally determined Pp/l values between poly-
olefins and alcohols or alcohol/water mixtures have been reported [30]. In general, the
partition constants between device materials and extraction solvents can be difficult to
measure, due mostly to the time required to reach equilibrium and matrix interference for
analysis. Several predictive approaches for calculating Pp/l values have been proposed
and published [29], but their accuracies are often questionable for a predictive purpose.
It is currently assumed in the food industries that Pp/l < 1 for non-polar fat simulants
or nonpolar organic solvents; and Pp/l >> 1 for polar aqueous simulants for polyolefin
materials [11,24,31,32]. Additionally, if a significant fraction of extractables in the polymer
can migrate into a solvent thermodynamically, the amount of extractables observed at
specific time points is dominated by diffusion, and can often be described as approximately
proportional to the square root of time [20,24–26]. It is noted that Pp/l is used in this study,
consistent with the notation typically used by the solvation model [33]; however, Kp/l is
typically used in food industries [24,32].

Regarding the extraction of nonpolar (device) materials by alkanes (e.g., hexane) and
lipids, the release kinetics of extractions of polyolefins by alkanes is usually faster than
that by lipids (or vegetable oils), because alkane solvents cause a significant swelling of
nonpolar materials, and enhance the diffusion rate of material constituents [20,22]. The
interactions between lipids and polyolefins are much weaker due to the high MW of
lipids/oils [34]. Because of the difference in release kinetics, a much shorter extraction
time and lower temperature of alkanes have been evaluated and used to establish the
equivalence between alkane and lipid extraction, so that the same amount of extractables
by oils can be predicted by alkanes in food industries [13,16,35–38]. For example, 10 days
and 40 ◦C olive oil extraction on polyolefins can be replaced by 2 days and 20 ◦C extraction
with isooctane [28]. In fact, the FDA guidelines to correct for the accelerating action of
n-heptane over food oils is by 5-fold [20].

The amount of extractables migrated and measured into an extraction solvent at de-
fined time points in an exaggerated or exhaustive extractions of medical devices may not be
equilibrium values, because the extraction end point is determined by the 10% rule [3]. If a
parallel extraction experiment is performed using lipids and alkanes to extract polyolefins,
the amount by alkane is higher than that by oils at the same sampling points, thereby
resulting in a so called “over-extraction” by alkane solvents relative to lipids. In fact, this
over-extraction occurrence by alkane solvents has been demonstrated in several studies
already [20,39–41]. For example, in the study of migration of a UV absorber additive (UVI-
TEX or (2,5-bis(5-ter-butyl-benzoxazol-2-yl)thiophen)) from a polypropylene material into a
pure extraction solvent glyceryl tripelargonate, it was demonstrated that this solvent could
swell the materials and enhance the mobility of extractables to cause an over-extraction
by 100% [39]. Furthermore, this effect was more pronounced for high molecular weight
compounds and thick materials. In another study of extraction of polyolefins, including
LDPE, HDPE, and PP, by n-heptane, ethanol, and vegetable oils, it was clearly shown
that the heptane solvent could accelerate the diffusion process during extractions, and the
total weight fraction of oligomers extracted by n-heptane is about 6–8 times greater than
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that extracted by corn oils [20]. Additionally, the difference in the total amount extracted
was caused by different amounts of the higher molecular weight species being extracted
by n-heptane. A similar accelerating effect of organic solvents was also demonstrated
by a migration study of LDPE using Irganox 1076 as the model extractables, and organic
solvents caused a significant solvent absorption, not observed for the triglycerides and olive
oil [40]. Accordingly, an over-extraction should be expected relative to biological lipids,
when nonpolar organic solvents are used to substitute lipids to perform the chemical char-
acterization studies. This phenomenon could have a profound consequence on the results
of the chemical characterization studies and subsequent toxicological risk assessments.

The general conclusion so far on the cause of over-extraction seems to be the kinetic
effect [20]; however, this is based on a limited amount of partition data. In fact, the partition
constants of LDPE-hexane or LDPE-lipids are scarce in the literature. A few studies can be
found on measuring LDPE-oil partition constants of limited compounds [20,42–47], but the
data accuracy is questionable due to the durations and techniques of these studies. Based
on rather limited data, it was proposed that the logarithm of LDPE-lipid partition constant
(log10Pldpe/lipid) is positively proportional to log10Po/w with 16 compounds over a log10Po/w
range from 0.5 to 18 by olive oil [44,45]. The best and comprehensive measurement of
LDPE-lipid partition constants were recently conducted by a polymer-lipid partitioning
setup [47]. It was concluded that log10Pldpe/lipid is independent of or (weakly) negatively
proportional to log10Po/w. Overall, there is not a specific comprehensive study on the
range of LDPE-lipid or LDPE-alkane partition constants of extractables from LDPE or
other materials; and their dependence on log10Po/w. As the material extractables can be
rather broad in physicochemical properties in chemical characterization studies [6], the
scope of these partition constants remain an assumption and unknown, in particular on
the difference between alkanes (hexane as an example in this study) and lipids/oils. The
judgement on the thermodynamic and kinetic contributions to the over-extraction cannot
be specifically delineated under the current situation. The partition constant between
polyolefins, including LDPE, and lipids/oils/alkanes is currently assumed to be one in
the diffusion-based predictive modeling of extractables release [48,49], but it remains
unclear whether this assumption would be suitable limits for all extractables of different
physicochemical properties. Although it is well recognized that methods for the evaluation
of specific and accurate partition constants are required to predict patient exposure to
polymeric medical device extractables using physics-based models [48], no such methods
have been reported so far. Moreover, a reliable model for the prediction of LDPE-lipid
distribution is also important in other fields such as environmental sampling [47,50–52].

The purpose of this study is four-fold: (1) to explore the correlation of Pldpe/s (s: hexane
or lipids) by the Abraham solvation model for a predictive purpose; (2) to quantitatively
explore the range of Pldpe/s of the LDPE extractables over a broad hydrophobicity range;
(3) to evaluate the dependence of Pldpe/s on the hydrophobicity of extractables from a
practical perspective, and the effect of Pldpe/s on over-extraction of medical devices by
alkanes; and (4) to conduct a systematic study into the extent of over-extraction, using
LDPE as an example. The first three goals are achieved by the Abraham solvation model,
which has been used successfully to correlate the partition constant between polymeric
materials and solvents with and without a material swelling [33]. The use of the solvation
model to directly correlate the partition constants of LDPE-lipids has not been reported so
far to the best of my knowledge. Additionally, LDPE is a nonpolar material, commonly
used in food and pharmaceutical packaging, and medical devices [53,54], and can also be a
suitable representation for other nonpolar materials such as linear low-density polyethylene
(LLDPE), polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS or silicone), high-density polyethylene (HDPE),
polystyrene (PS), etc.

The specific goals of this study are outlined as follows:

(1) Correlation of the partition constant between LDPE and lipids by the Abraham solva-
tion model. The constructed (predictive) models are then used to predict the partition
constant of extractables observed for LDPE over a wide hydrophobicity range.
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(2) Calculation of the partition constant between LDPE and hexane for the same LDPE
extractables.

(3) Assessment of the dependence of LDPE-lipid and LDPE-hexane partition constants
on log10Po/w using extractables observed for LDPE.

(4) Evaluation of the adequacy of the LDPE-lipid and LDPE-hexane predictive models.
(5) Comparison of the range and difference of two sets of partition constants (LDPE-lipid

and LDPE-hexane) for the observed LDPE extractables to understand the thermody-
namic effect on over-extraction.

(6) Study of LDPE-lipid interactions by the adsorption of lipids into LDPE in comparison
to alkanes and other organic solvents.

(7) Assessment of the range of solvent diffusion coefficients by both types of solvents.
(8) Estimation of the extent of over-extractions by alkanes.

Based on the goals and conclusions of this study, two critical questions are answered:
(1) What is the dominant factor in controlling over-extraction by alkanes (e.g., hexane)?
(2) what is the extent of over-extraction? Furthermore, the conclusion of the study on
the use of Abraham solvation model to correlate and predict the polymer-lipid partition
constant can be applied not only to the prediction of extractables chemicals from medical
device polymers, but also to the environmental passive sampling [47,50–52].

Elemental impurities and inorganic anions are not included in this study, as they are
handled differently from organic extractables.

2. Methods

The sequence of the study can be briefly defined below:

• Development of the Abraham solvation working models to correlate the partition con-
stant (log10Pldpe/lipid) between LDPE and lipids using: (1) multiple linear regression
(MLR) analysis of the measured partition constant (Pldpe/lipid), and (2) a thermody-
namic cycle method [55,56]. The solutes used in the model construction are directly
taken from the ref [47]. These predictive models are used to predict the log10Pldpe/lipid
of experimentally observed LDPE extractables over a wide range of hydrophobicity.

• Establishment of empirical relationships between the partition constant log10Pldpe/lipid
and log10Po/w using experimentally observed LDPE extractables.

• Establishment of empirical relationships between the partition constant log10Pldpe/hexane
and log10Po/w using the same experimentally observed LDPE extractables for a com-
parison purpose.

• Comparison of the dependence of log10Pldpe/s on log10Po/w (s: lipids or hexane) be-
tween hexane and lipids to assess the extractability of LDPE by hexane and lipids from
a thermodynamic perspective.

• Justification of the suitability of the constructed solvation models in the prediction.
• Assessment of the practical implications of the difference between log10Pldpe/lipid and

log10Pldpe/hexane values on over-extraction by hexane (or alkanes).
• Assessment of the material-solvent interactions between LDPE and alkanes/lipids

and their influence on over-extraction.
• Compile and estimate the degree of over-extraction of LDPE material by alkane

solvents relative to lipids/oils.

2.1. Abraham Solvation Model

The Abraham solvation parameter model describes the solute transfer between two
condensed phases, or between a condensed phase and a gas phase [57–59]. Extensive
specific chemical and biological processes have been successfully described by the basic
model [60]. This model uses a common set of solute descriptors for all types of solute
transfer processes. The basic model that describes solute transfer of neutral molecules
between two condensed phases is as follows:

log10P = c + eE + sS + aA + bB + vV (1)
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The dependent variable in Equation (1) is log10P, where P is the solvent-to-solvent
partition constant in molar concentration for the transfer of solutes between two condensed
phases, including polymers. The intercept, c term, contains information for system proper-
ties only. (c, e, s, a, b, v) are the solvent system constants, and (E, S, A, B, V) are the solute
descriptors: E is the solute excess molar refractivity in units of (cm3/mol)/10, S is the solute
dipolarity/polarizability, A and B are the overall or summation hydrogen bond acidity
and basicity, and V is the McGowan characteristic volume in units of (cm3/mol)/100. To
date, solvent system constants have been determined for over 90 commonly used solvents
(wet and dry) [59]. Equation (1) is used to correlate the LDPE-lipids (or hexane) partition
constants in this study.

It is noted that the general solvation model has been used to describe the transfer be-
tween polymeric phases and liquid solvent phases with and without a material swelling [33].
One of the major goals of this study is to apply the solvation model to LDPE-lipid system
to understand the thermodynamic effect on over-extraction of medical devices by nonpolar
solvents, including alkanes.

2.2. Construction of Abraham Solvation Model for LDPE-Lipid Partition Constant

The LDPE-lipid partition constants (log10Pldpe/lipid) are difficult to measure and scarce
in the literatures. However, a number of “nonpolar” organic compounds (total 78, polychlo-
rinated biphenyls, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, and organochlorines) have been mea-
sured and reported recently [47], shown in Supplemental Information Section (Table S1).
Because the measured compounds are “nonpolar” or moderately polar, the descriptor
spaces of these compounds are limited in the S, A, and B descriptors, and the range of the
log10Pldpe/lipid values is narrow as well. Although this situation is not ideal [57], a multiple
linear regression (MLR) method is still used to correlate the partition constants with the
descriptors by Equation (1), as described in Sections 3.4 and 3.5.

Additionally, a “thermodynamic cycle” method is used to derive the solvation model
[55,56], using the system constants of LDPE-water partition systems (log10Pldpe/water)
[56,61,62] and the Lipid-water partition system (log10PLipid/water) from the literature [51].
The relevant system constants of partition systems are tabulated in Table 1. For example,
the log10Pldpe/lipid is derived through the thermodynamic cycle using the constants from
Systems D and G in Table 1 as follows [51,56]:

log10P ldpe
lipid

= log10P ldpe
water

− log10P lipid
water

=
⌈

c + eE + sS + aA + bB + vVldpe/water

⌉
− ⌈c + eE + sS + aA + bB + v⌉Vlipd/water

= (δc) + (δe)E + (δs)S + (δa)A + (δb)B + (δv)V
= −0.459 + 0.398·E − 0.477·S − 1.271·A − 0.477·B − 0.224·V

(2)

Equation (2) is shown and labelled as System I in Table 1. The results of a similar
derivation using the LDPE-water Systems E and F are also shown in Table 1 (as J and K).
The three systems are called as “Cycle-A”, “Cycle-B”, and “Cycle-C” models in Table 1.
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Table 1. Tabulation of MLR Results and Descriptive Statistics plus Solvation System Constants of Various Partition Systems.

Method
Partition System Solvation Model System Constants a Descriptive Statistics b

System Label c System Description d c e s a b v R SE F LogP Range SE/Range (%) AR (AAR)

MLR by Equation (1)
(Sections 2.2 and 3.5)

A e LDPE-Lipid (4–20 ◦C) −0.529 (0.089) 0.526 (0.043) −0.368 (0.095) 1.475 h (1.089) −0.640 (0.082) −0.455 (0.073) 0.893 0.118 57
1.265

(−1.55 to −0.287)

9.4 0.00 (0.08)

B f (MLR) LDPE-Lipid (4–20 ◦C) −0.524 (0.089) 0.506 (0.041) −0.329 (0.091) NA −0.619 (0.081) −0.465 (0.073) 0.890 0.119 69 9.4 0.00 (0.08)

C g LDPE-Lipid (4–20 ◦C) −0.997 (0.151) 0.005 h (0.026) 0.021 0.256 0.04 20.2 0.00 (0.19)

Compilation from
Literatures and

Thermodynamic Cycle
Conversion

(Sections 2.2 and 3.5)

D i LDPE-Water (25 ◦C) −0.529 (0.077) 1.098 (0.047) −1.557 (0.081) −2.991 (0.116) −4.617 (0.110) 3.886 (0.058)

E j LDPE-Water (20–25 ◦C) 1.002 (0.075) −1.296 (0.128) −1.820 (0.472) −4.037 (0.153) 3.399 (0.072)

F k LDPE-Water (20–25 ◦C) −0.54 (0.05) 1.13 (0.03) −1.58 (0.06) −3.47 (0.08) −4.53 (0.07) 3.92 (0.04)

G l Lipid-Water (37 ◦C) −0.07 (0.07) 0.7 (0.06) −1.08 (0.08) −1.72 (0.13) −4.14 (0.09) 4.11 (0.06)

H m Hexane-Water (w/d, 25 ◦C) 0.333 0.56 −1.71 −3.578 −4.939 4.463

I n (Cycle-A) LDPE-lipid (25–37 ◦C) −0.459 (0.104) 0.398 (0.076) −0.477 (0.114) −1.271 (0.174) −0.477 (0.142) −0.224 (0.084)

J o (Cycle-B) LDPE-lipid (20–37 ◦C) 0.070 (0.07) 0.302 (0.096) −0.216 (0.151) −0.100 (0.490) 0.103 (0.178) −0.711 (0.094)

K p (Cycle-C) LDPE-lipid (20–37 ◦C) −0.470 (0.086) 0.430 (0.067) −0.500 (0.100) −1.750 (0.153) −0.390 (0.114) −0.190 (0.072)

L q (Equation (3)) LDPE-Hexane (23 ◦C)
−1.104 s

(0.153)
0.329 (0.109) −0.033 (0.136) −1.315 (0.242) −0.977 (0.176) 0.229 (0.087)

M r LDPE-Hexane (25–37 ◦C) −0.862 s 0.538 0.153 0.587 0.322 −0.577

a System constants obtained by MLR (95% confidence) and the thermodynamic cycle conversion, or taken directly from literatures, as described in Sections 2.2 and 3.5. The value
in the parenthesis is the standard error of the constant, if available. b Notation of descriptive statistics: R-correlation coefficient; SE-standard error of the fit; F-Fisher statistic; logP
Range-logP values from minimum to maximum; SE/Range-the standard error of the fit divided by the logP data range of the system, in percent; AR-average residual between predicted
and measured values (AAR: absolute average residual between predicted and measured values in the parenthesis). c Partition system label. d System description. The value in the
parenthesis is the temperature, range of temperatures in the initial study or the applicable range of temperature in the final system. e Regression results by Equation (1). The partition
constant unit is kg/kg [47]. The value in the parenthesis of a system constant is the standard error from MLR (same for superscript f and g). f Regression results after the A parameter is
removed in Equation (1). This correlation is called “MLR”. g Regression by log10Po/w model. The number in the c column is the intercept, and the number in the e column is the slope.
h The p-value is greater than 0.05, indicating statistically insignificant. i LDPE-water partition system [56]. The concentration unit is the molar concentration. The partition constant
unit is L/L. The value in the parenthesis is the standard error of the constant taken directly from the reference (same for superscript j, k, and l). j LDPE-water partition system [61].
The partition constant unit is L/kg. k LDPE-water partition system [62]. The partition constant unit is L/kg. l Lipid-water partition system [51]. The concentration unit is molar/liter.
The partition constant unit is L/L. m Hexane-water partition system [59]. The concentration unit is mol/liter. The partition constant unit is L/L. n LDPE-lipid partition system by
a thermodynamic cycle of LDPE-water and lipid-water systems [51,56]. The value in the parenthesis is the standard error of the constant derived from error propagation (same for
superscript o, p, and q). LDPE (~0.92 g/mL) and lipid (0.9 g/mL) have nearly the same density, and the partition unit of L/L is considered the same as Kg/Kg in this study (also same for
superscript o, and p). This correlation is called “Cycle-A”. o Same as superscript n, using LDPE-water system [51,61]. This correlation is called “Cycle-B”. p Same as superscript n, using
LDPE-water system [51,62]. This correlation is called “Cycle-C”. q LDPE-hexane partition system with a LDPE swelling [33]. The concentration unit is the molar concentration. LDPE
and hexane have different density, and the partition unit of L/L is converted to Kg/Kg in this study to be consistent with the data in Ref. [47] (same for superscript r). r LDPE-hexane
partition system without a swelling by a thermodynamic cycle of lipid-water [56] and hexane-water system [59]. s The correction on the c constant in Systems L and M is by subtracting
log10(0.66/0.92) = −0.144 to convert from L/L unit to kg/kg unit. The corrected c constant for System L is −0.960, and −0.718 for System M. e,f,g The number of solutes is 78.
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2.3. Construction of Abraham Solvation Model for LDPE-Hexane Partition Constant

The model for the LDPE-hexane partition constants (log10Pldpe/hexane) has been con-
structed previously [33], as indicated by Equation (3) (and System L in Table 1).

logPldpe/Hexane= −1.104 + 0.329E − 0.033S − 1.315A − 0.977B + 0.229V (3)

It is noted that the effect of solvent swelling in LDPE is included in the model. The
suitability of Equation (3) is discussed further in Sections 2.6 and 4.4.

Furthermore, the log10Pldpe/hexane solvation model (System M) is also derived through
the thermodynamic cycle using the data (Systems D [51] and H [59]) in Table 1 without a
consideration of solvent swelling. It is noted that the constants of Systems L and M are
nearly opposite, indicating the effect of swelling on the extractables distribution.

2.4. Calculation of LDPE-Lipid and LDPE-Hexane Partition Constants of Observed LDPE
Extractables

The solvation models (Systems B, I, J, and K in Table 1) are then used as the predictive
models to calculate the LDPE-lipid and LDPE-hexane partition constants for the observed
LDPE extractables (shown in Table S2). System B is called “MLR” model in Section 3.5.

2.5. Evaluation of Dependence of log10Pldpe/lipid and log10Pldpe/hexane on log10Po/w of Observed
LDPE Extractables

The dependence of log10Pldpe/lipid and log10Pldpe/hexane on log10Po/w is empirically
evaluated for the observed LDPE Extractables, because they do not have the same refer-
ence phase [33]. This is simply done by a linear correlation between of log10Pldpe/lipid or
log10Pldpe/hexane and log10Po/w. Note that a more complex equation was used in ref [33] to
empirically describe the relationship.

2.6. Suitability of Use of Constructed Models to Predict log10Pldpe/lipid and log10Pldpe/hexane for
the Observed LDPE Extractables

To assess if the constructed solvation models (MLR, and Cycle-A to C, plus Equa-
tion (3)) are suitable in predicting log10Pldpe/lipid and log10Pldpe/hexane for the observed
LDPE extractables, the partition constant ratio (Rh/l) between Pldpe/hexane and Pldpe/lipid is
derived as follows:

log10Rh/l = log10
Pldpe/hexane

Pldpe/lipid
= log10Pldpe/hexane − log10Pldpe/lipid (4)

Equation (4) can be thermodynamically corresponding to:

log10Rh/l = log10Plipid/water − log10Phexane/water = log10
Clipid

Chexane
(5)

where Clipid and Chexane in Equation (5) are the concentration in lipid and hexane phases at
equilibrium.

Equation (5) indicates that log10Rh/l can have the same reference phase, water, with
log10Po/w in principle and a linear relationship between log10Rh/l and log10Po/w should
be expected fundamentally, although they are derived differently. The correlation of
log10Pldpe/hexane was derived by the partition systems of LDPE-methanol and heptane-
methanol [33]. The log10Pldpe/lipid are derived from MLR and thermodynamic cycle con-
version in this study. If a linear relationship could be established between log10Rh/l and
log10Po/w, the constructed models for log10Pldpe/lipid and log10Pldpe/hexane are confirmed
to be correct and suitable to predict LDPE-lipid and LDPE-hexane distributions. See
Section 4.4 for more details.
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2.7. Calculation of log10Po/w of Measured and LDPE Extractables Compounds

The Abraham solvation parameter model for the octanol–water partition constant
(log10Po/w), as the hydrophobicity parameter, has been constructed as follows [63]:

log10Po/w = 0.088 + 0.562E − 1.054S + 0.034A − 3.460B + 3.814V (6)

The descriptive statistics in deriving Equation (6) are: R = 0.995, SE = 0.12, F = 23,255,
and n = 613. This equation is used to calculate log10Po/w of the measured compounds
(Table S1) and representative LDPE extractables compounds (Table S2, see Section 3.6 for
details).

2.8. Differentiation between Thermodynamic and Kinetic Contributions

The amount of extractables released into a solvent at a specific time is related to
thermodynamic (time-independent) and kinetic (time-dependent) influences [14,25,40,48].
The thermodynamic contribution defines the limit of extraction by the partition constant
(Pldpe/s). If M∞

S denotes the amount of extractables released from LDPE at equilibrium and
MT is the total amount initially present in LDPE, the amount extracted at equilibrium can
be written as follws [48]:

M∞
S

MT
=

1
VldpePldpe/s/VS + 1

(7)

where Vldpe and VS are the volume of LDPE and solvent phase, respectively. Equation (7)

indicates that, if Pldpe/s is much smaller than unity, M∞
S

MT
∼ 1 (or ~100%).

Under the limit set by the thermodynamic parameter, the kinetic contribution to the
amount extracted at a specific time has been studied extensively [14,25,40,48]. Both exact
and approximate equations have been developed. The most relevant conclusion to this
study is that the amount extracted is exactly or approximately dependent on the square root
of the time with the slope controlled in part by the diffusion coefficient of the extractables.

2.9. Estimation of Over-Extraction of LDPE by Alkanes Compared to Lipids

Over-extraction (OE) is defined in this study as the amount extracted by alkanes to
that by lipids. No such data can be directly compiled from the literature. There were a
few studies to compare the extraction equivalency between vegetable oils and alkanes,
particularly isooctane, either by overall migration and specific migration (of an extractables
compound). These data are directly used to estimate the over-extraction. Additionally, the
extent of over-extraction is derived from the compiled diffusion coefficients of extractables
from LDPE to alkanes and lipids. They are briefly described as follows:

(1) Direct calculation by:

OE =
AAlkane
ALipid

(8)

where AAlkane is the amount migrated to alkanes; and Alipid is the amount migrated to
lipids and vegetable oils. The amount can be obtained by overall migration testing or
specific migration testing over a specific time duration.

(2) Estimation by kinetic diffusion coefficients as follows:

OE =

√
DAlkanes

Doils/ethanol
(9)

where DAlkane is the diffusion coefficient of extractables migrated to alkanes; and Dlipid
is the diffusion coefficient migrated to lipids and vegetable oils. Equation (8) is derived
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by the square root dependence of extracted amount on the diffusion coefficient by each
solvent [26]:

Mt

M∞
=

(
4
l

)(
Dt
π

) 1
2

(10)

where l is the thickness of the material, D is the diffusion coefficient, t is time, and Mt
M∞

is the
fraction extracted at time t. Note that Equation (10) applies to devices of any shape [25,26].
For polyolefins, including LDPE, the diffusion rate by vegetable oils and lipids can be
represented by that of ethanol solvent [13–15,35,64].

3. Experimental
3.1. Collection of LDPE-Lipid Partition Constants

The LDPE-lipid partition constants are collected from the literature [42–47], including
olive oils and sunflower oils as the lipids [42–46]. The data from the ref [47] were measured
by lipids for neutral organic compounds, mostly “nonpolar” environmental contaminants,
and are used in the construction of the solvation model. They were measured at 4 and 20 ◦C
by partitioning experiments between polymers (silicones and LDPE) and lipids (fish oil and
triolein), and a total of 78 of them were measured. The unit of these partition constants is
Kg/Kg [47]. These compounds and their LDPE-lipid partition constants, together with their
descriptors and hydrophobicity, are Table S1. The values in Table S1 are the final generic
(mean) Pp/l (or Kpl) values, averaged from four mean values of two lipid types (fish oil and
triolein) and temperatures (4 and 20 ◦C), since they show no dependence on temperature or
storage lipid type. The range of log10Po/w of these compounds is 2.75–7.92 (Equation (6)). It
should be emphasized that the partition constant is insensitive to temperature [43,47,65–69]
and lipid/oil types (fish oil, triolein fish, olive, rapeseed and sunflower oil) [47,50,51,70–73].
It is also assumed that LDPE material heterogeneity has no influence on the partition
constant [52,54].

The LDPE-oil (olive oil and sunflower oil) partition constants are also included in
Table S1 to understand the range of LDPE-lipid partition constant, considering lipids and
vegetable oils are the same. However, they are not used in the model construction.

3.2. Collection of Observed LDPE Extractables

To evaluate the over-extraction from LDPE material, the most relevant LDPE extracta-
bles should be used in this study. Experimentally observed extractables from LDPE are
collected from literature publications [74–80]. A total of 76 LDPE extractables of different
classes of compounds by organic solvent extraction are compiled and tabulated in Table S2,
together with their descriptors, hydrophobicity, etc. They are used to evaluate the range
of LDPE-lipid and LDPE-hexane partition constants. The hydrophobicity range of the
collected extractables compounds in log10Po/w by Equation (6) is 0.3 to 29.5 (mostly below
17) and MW range from 72.1 to 1177.6.

3.3. Compilation of Abraham Solvation Model Constants of LDPE-Water and Lipid-Water
Partition Systems

The Abraham model system constants for LDPE-water and LDPE-lipid partition
systems are compiled to derive the system constants of LDPE-lipid partition system by a
thermodynamic cycle method [55,56]. Table 1 shows the results of the collection, together
with the system constants of other partition systems. It is noted in Table 1 that the range
of temperature in Table 1 is from 20 to 37 ◦C in all studies. The correlation of measured
partition constants by the solvation model is considered applicable within this range
(and beyond), because the partition constant is not sensitive to temperature (Section 3.1).
Additionally, the material sources for the studies in Table 1 could be different, but this is
the reality that needs to be accepted.

It should be mentioned that the unit of partition constants in Table 1 can be kg/kg,
L/kg or L/L. The density of LDPE is about 0.92 g/mL [52,54], and the density of lipids/fat
is also about 0.92 g/mL. The values of LDPE-lipid partition constants are essentially the
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same by all three units and will not be distinguished further (see Table 1 for more details).
However, the density of hexane is 0.66 g/mL, and significantly different from LDPE. This
difference in density will be corrected in Equation (3) (System L and M in Table 1) to convert
L/L unit to kg/kg unit, consistent with the data from Ref. [47]. The correction is on the c
constant in Systems L and M by subtracting log10(0.66/0.92) = −0.144.

3.4. Determination of Descriptors of Collected Compounds

To correlate log10Pldpe/lipid by the solvation model, the descriptors (E, S, A, B, and
V) of these compounds are required. For the compounds (Tables S1 and S2) collected
in this study, their descriptors are calculated by the “RMG: Solvation Tools” (SoluteML
module), an online computational program based on group contributions and machine
learning approaches [81]. The inputs for the algorithm are the canonical SMILES notations.
These notations are mostly obtained from “PubChem” database using CAS # search. The
descriptors from Wayne State University experimental descriptor database are also adopted,
as discussed in Section 4.1.1 [82].

The correlation matrix of descriptors for the solutes in Tables S1 and S2 are shown in
Tables S3 and S4.

3.5. Construction and Correlation of LDPE-Lipid Partition Constant by Abraham Solvation Model

The Abraham solvation model, Equation (1), is used to construct the LDPE-lipid parti-
tion constants (log10Pldpe/lipid) in this study. This is performed in two ways, as described
in Section 2.2. The first is by MLR with and without the aA term. The regression results
and statistics are shown in Table 1. The model without the aA term is called MLR model in
Table 1. The second is by the thermodynamic cycle conversion using the system constants
of log10Plipid/water and log10Pldpe/water. The results of the conversion are also indicated in
Table 1. The models (Systems I, J and K) by thermodynamic cycle conversion are called
“Cycle”.

3.6. Calculation of log10Po/w of Representative Extractables Compounds

Calculation of log10Po/w of representative extractables compounds is performed using
Equation (6) with descriptors in Tables S1 and S2, as described in Section 2.7. They are
shown in Tables S1 and S2.

3.7. Calculation of log10Pldpe/lipid and log10Pldpe/hexane for Observed Extractables Compounds

The log10Pldpe/s (s = hexane or lipids) for the observed LDPE extractables in Table S2 are
computed using the system constants of MLR, Cycle-A to Cycle-C models, plus Equation (3)
(System L) in Table 1.

The empirical correlation between log10Pldpe/s (s = hexane or lipids) and log10Po/w is
described in Section 2.5. The results of the correlation for lipid and hexane are shown in
Table 2. The established relationships can be used to determine and compare the range of
log10Pldpe/s for observed LDPE extractables.

The range of log10Pldpe/s (s = hexane or lipids) for the observed LDPE extractables are
calculated by the correlation results in Table 2, and are shown in Table 3.

Table 2. Tabulation of Linear Regression Results and Descriptive Statistics between log10Pldpe/s and
log10Po/w by Collected LDPE Extractables.

Partition System a
Regression Results b Descriptive Statistics c

Intercept Slope R Adj. R SE F n

LDPE-hexane
(L)

−1.685
(0.152)

0.062
(0.014) 0.452 0.193 0.682 19 76

LDPE-hexane d

(M)
−0.576
(0.092)

−0.136
(0.009) 0.878 0.768 0.411 249 76
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Table 2. Cont.

Partition System a
Regression Results b Descriptive Statistics c

Intercept Slope R Adj. R SE F n

LDPE-lipid
(B)

−1.453
(0.174)

−0.117
(0.016) 0.640 0.402 0.779 51 76

LDPE-lipid
(I)

−1.521
(0.211)

−0.058
(0.020) 0.319 0.090 0.949 8 76

LDPE-lipid
(J)

−0.537
(0.113)

−0.183
(0.011) 0.895 0.798 0.506 297 76

LDPE-lipid
(K)

−1.561
(0.222)

−0.048
(0.021) 0.258 0.054 0.995 5 76

Rh/l
(Equation (4), B)

−0.231
(0.080)

0.179
(0.008) 0.941 0.884 0.357 573 76

Rh/l
(Equation (4), I)

−0.164
(0.072)

0.120
(0.007) 0.899 0.806 0.323 313 76

Rh/l
(Equation (4), J)

−1.148
(0.071)

0.245
(0.007) 0.974 0.947 0.319 1345 76

Rh/l
(Equation (4), K)

−0.124
(0.077)

0.110
(0.007) 0.870 0.754 0.346 230 76

a The letter in the parentheses is the system label from Table 1. b The values in the parentheses are the errors of
the regression coefficients (95% confidence). c All notations the same as those in Table 1 (95% confidence). d No
swelling of LDPE by hexane.

Table 3. Tabulation of LDPE-Lipid and LDPE-Hexane Partition constants of LDPE Extractables.

log10Po/w
LDPE-Hexane a LDPE-Lipid b (B) LDPE-Lipid c (I) LDPE-Lipid d (K)

Fit Fit + SE Fit − SE Fit Fit + SE Fit Fit + SE Fit Fit + SE

0 0.02 0.10 0.004 0.0354 0.2122 0.0302 0.268 0.0276 0.272

2.5 0.03 0.14 0.006 0.0180 0.1083 0.0217 0.192 0.0209 0.206

5 0.04 0.20 0.009 0.0092 0.0553 0.0155 0.138 0.0159 0.157

7.5 0.06 0.29 0.013 0.0047 0.0282 0.0111 0.099 0.0121 0.119

10 0.09 0.41 0.018 0.0024 0.0144 0.0080 0.071 0.0091 0.090

12.5 0.12 0.59 0.026 0.0012 0.0073 0.0057 0.051 0.0069 0.068

15 0.18 0.85 0.037 0.0006 0.0037 0.0041 0.036 0.0053 0.052

17.5 0.25 1.21 0.052 0.0003 0.0019 0.0029 0.026 0.0040 0.039

20 0.36 1.72 0.075 0.0002 0.0010 0.0021 0.019 0.0030 0.030

22.5 0.51 2.46 0.107 0.0001 0.0005 0.0015 0.013 0.0023 0.023

25 0.73 3.52 0.153 0.00004 0.0003 0.0011 0.010 0.0017 0.017

27.5 1.05 5.03 0.218 0.00002 0.0001 0.0008 0.007 0.0013 0.013

30 1.50 7.18 0.312 0.00001 0.0001 0.0006 0.005 0.0010 0.010
a Calculated by the partition system (L) in Table 1 and the coefficients in Table 2. b Calculated by the partition
system (B, MLR) in Table 1 and the coefficients in Table 2. The values in the Table are mostly used for a comparison
purpose with the two Cycle models and best applicable for solutes without hydrogen-bond acidity. c Calculated
by the partition system (I, Cycle-A) in Table 1 and the coefficients in Table 2. d Calculated by the partition system
(J, Cycle-C) in Table 1 and the coefficients in Table 2. a,b,c,d The upper and lower bounds (Fit + SE, and Fit − SE)
are calculated by the SE of each fit in Table 2. The “Fit” column is the predictive values by the model. The number
of significant digits is at least 1. The SE is based on 95% confidence in the regression in Table 2.
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3.8. Correlation of log10Rh/l and log10Po/w for Observed Extractables Compounds for Model
Verification

The log10Rh/l values are plotted against log10Po/w for the observed extractables com-
pounds. The linear correlation results and descriptive statistics between them are shown in
Table 2 to evaluate the model suitability for the predictive purpose.

3.9. Collection of Solvent Absorption and Swelling Data for LDPE

To fully elucidate the extractables migration processes from LDPE to hexane and lipid,
it is necessary to consider the impact of LDPE-lipid and LDPE-hexane interactions, as
indicated by the solvent absorption or swelling data [33,83]. Table 4 shows the results of
collection of LDPE by lipids, oils, oils and organic solvents [40,47,84–94].

Table 4. Tabulation of LDPE Solvent Absorption and Diffusion Coefficients.

Material Solvent Temperature (◦C) Solvent Absorption
(w/w%) a

Diffusion Coefficient
(D × 10−12 cm2/s)

LDPE

Fish Oil
20 1.55 2.53

47 3.26

Triolein
20 2.58 5.79

47 29.6

Olive oil 40 1.6–2 250–300

Olive oil b

40

<2 (~1.5)

Ethanol b ~0.2

Isopropanol b <0.4

Ethyl acetate b 3

Isooctane b 15

Cyclohexane b 25

Tributyrin b <1

Tricaprylin b <2

Cyclohexane

40

29 34,000

Isooctane 12 5200

n-Heptane 14 24,000

Isooctane 25 199

Ethanol d 25 8.66

Olive oil 121 10

Isooctane

40 4

60 10

80 19

Cyclohexane

10 10.88 20,300

15 12.67 25,100

25 18.14 33,400

Benzene

10 9.09 40,600

15 10.74 45,900

25 13.07 63,600
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Table 4. Cont.

Material Solvent Temperature (◦C) Solvent Absorption
(w/w%) a

Diffusion Coefficient
(D × 10−12 cm2/s)

LDPE

n-Hexane 25 11 2500

n-Heptane

NA

5–15

Ethanol d <1

Corn oil or Triglycerides 2–5

LLDPE c

Olive oil 40 1.3 690

Isooctane 40 10.65

95% Ethanol d 40 0.45

PP c Olive oil 40 ~2%

The data are collected from references [40,47,84–94]. LLDPE: linear low-density polyethylene; PP: polypropylene.
a These values are presented as weight % (w/w, %), after a conversion if necessary. b These values are presented
as volume % (v/v, %) in the original reference. The value in the parenthesis is the weight percent (w/w%).
c Additional (similar) materials are collected and included in the table for information and comparison purposes.
d Ethanol (or 95% ethanol) solvent is collected and included in the table for information and comparison purposes.

3.10. Estimation of Over-Extraction Data of LDPE by Alkanes

The extent of over-extraction (OE) of hexane (or alkanes in general) to lipid are
estimated by direct overall migration or specific migration data or extractables diffu-
sion coefficients, as described in Section 2.9. The OE values are tabulated in Table S5
[14,15,20,22,34,40,41,87,95–98]. It is also noted that, although the nonpolar organic solvent
focused in this study is hexane, any reported data with alkane solvents are collected to
determine OE because the extraction properties of all alkanes are similar toward nonpolar
polymers such as LDPE (details are not shown). An example of this conclusion is shown
in Figures S1–S3 between LDPE and HDPE. The kinetic extraction profiles of HDPE by
solvents are similar to those of LDPE (see Section 4.8.2).

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Correlation of LDPE-Lipid Partition Constant by Solvation Model

The construction of predictive models for LDPE-lipid partition constants is proceeded
by two ways: (1) correlation of experimental data by the solvation model and (2) thermody-
namic cycle conversion. They are discussed in the following sections.

4.1.1. The Space of Abraham Solute Descriptors

To construct the solvation models (Equation (1)) for the partition constant of
log10Pldpe/lipid, the descriptors of these solutes (Table S1) are required and computed,
as described in Section 3.4. As the range or space of each descriptor is important in the
construction of a reliable prediction model [57], it is necessary to first examine them judi-
ciously. Figure 1 shows the descriptor spaces for three sets of compounds: (a) the solutes in
Wayne State University Database (WSUD, 293 compounds) [82], (b) solutes with measured
log10Pldpe/lipid (Table S1, 78 solutes), and (3) the experimentally observed LDPE extractables
by solvent extraction (Table S2, 76 compounds). The descriptors of each set of compounds
are plotted as box-overlap graph in Figure 1, including an inserted figure on the distribution
of log10Pldpe/lipid of the measured compounds (Table S1). The inclusion of WSUD is used
as the reference for the adequate range of each descriptor, as the descriptors in WSUD were
experimentally measured using the same protocol and calibration scheme, and they are
considered as adequate in the construction of the solvation models due to their range and
accuracy. The range of each descriptor in WSUD is as follows: E from −0.45 to 4.47, S from
−0.11 to 2.51, A from 0 to 1.38. B from 0 to 2.06, and V from 0.51 to 3.79. Moreover, the
hydrophobicity range of compounds in WSUD in log10Po/w is from −1 to 13.6, calculated
by Equation (6).
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Figure 1. Illustration of Abraham solute descriptors for three sets of compounds by box-overlap
graph: WSUD: Wayne state university database [82]; compounds with measured log10Pldpe/lipid [47];
observed LDPE extractables (Section 3.2). The descriptors of WSUD are measured values; while those
of measured solutes and observed LDPE extractables are computed by an online program: RMG [81].
The solid black horizontal line in each distribution is the median value. The inserted graph on top is
the distribution of the measured log10Pldpe/lipid values for 78 compounds.

It is seen in Figure 1 that the span of each descriptor in WSUD is wide, only the A
descriptor has a small median value. The span of each descriptor is at least 1.4. They are
used as the references for the other two sets of solutes. The descriptors for the measured
solutes in Table S1 are in general narrower, particularly for the A descriptor (its span is less
than 0.1, from zero to 0.08), because no hydroxy or carboxylic compounds are included
in the measurement [47]. The consequence of this narrow A descriptor is the statistical
uncertainty in the a constant in the multiple linear regression (MLR) by Equation (1) to
construct the solvation model. The B descriptor is reasonably wide and acceptable, but the
median value is small. It is also seen in Figure 1 that the space of each descriptor of the
observed LDPE extractables are in general wide and acceptable compared to the WSUD,
although the A descriptor is also in a narrow space with a small median value. The V
descriptor of the observed LDPE extractables is wide, due to the observation of high MW
polymer additives, such as Irganox 1010, in extraction solvents.

It should be mentioned that the range of descriptors of the measured solutes are more
important than those for the observed LDPE extractables, because they are used to construct
the predictive models. The correlation matrix for the measured solutes and observed LDPE
extractables are shown in Tables S3 and S4. It can be seen in Table S3 that, although the A
descriptor space is narrow, the correlation among the descriptors is in general excellent [57].

4.1.2. Construction by the Multiple Linear Regression (MLR)

The experimental log10Pldpe/lipid data collected for 78 organic compounds are used
to construct the predictive model (Table S1). The distribution of the log10Pldpe/lipid data
are shown as an inserted figure in Figure 1. It can be seen in Figure 1 that the distribu-
tion of log10Pldpe/lipid is narrow from −1.55 to −0.29, about 1.3 log units. The range of
log10Pldpe/lipid values and the descriptor spaces for the measured values are not considered
ideal for constructing the correlation model [57]; however, this is the only available dataset
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with adequate accuracy and number of solutes. The range of log10Pldpe/lipid, of course,
should be narrow, because the two partitioning phases are chemically similar.

The experimental data (Table S1) are correlated with model Equation (1) by MLR. Two
correlation options are adopted, with and without the aA term (Sections 2.2 and 3.5). The
correlation results and descriptive statistics are shown in Table 1 (Systems A and B). It can
be seen in Table 1 that the a constant is 1.475 if included in the regression, and it is not
statistically significant, as indicated by the p-value (>0.05), consisting with the lack of A
descriptor values in the dataset. When the aA term is excluded in the linear regression, the
correlation results and statistics are barely changed. The SE is about 0.12 (SE/range < 10%)
in both cases, and the F-values are 57 (with aA term) and 69 (without aA term), respectively.
The correlation coefficient is low because the range of the log10Pldpe/lipid is narrow. Overall,
the correlation statistics by Equation (1) is considered acceptable with the limited range of
the data.

The predicted log10Pldpe/lipid values by MLR for the compounds in Table S1 are plotted
against the measured values, and they are shown in Figure 2 (plot A). Also included in
Figure 2 are the standardized residual distribution as plot B. It is seen in Figure 2 that
the data points in plot A are symmetrically distributed along the diagonal line, and the
absolute standardized residuals are within 3 (plot B). Thus, the constructed MLR model is
considered as adequate in predicting the log10Pldpe/lipid of compounds without a significant
HB acidity contribution. The model is used to explore the range of log10Pldpe/lipid for the
observed LDPE extractables in Section 4.2 (Table S2).
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Figure 2. Illustration of the correlation results by the solvation model for the measured com-
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4.1.3. Construction by the Thermodynamic Cycle Conversion

The distribution of extractables between LDPE and lipids can also be derived us-
ing LDPE-water and lipid-water partition system by a thermodynamic cycle method
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(Sections 2.2 and 3.5), because the LDPE and lipids are considered as immiscible. Although
there is a slight lipid penetration to the LDPE phase, it is negligibly low [47], as discussed in
Section 4.8.1. Due to the difficulty in measuring the partition constants, the thermodynamic
cycle method can be a useful and acceptable approach to evaluate this distribution. Table 1
also tabulates the system constants for LDPE-water, lipid-water, hexane-water partition
systems. Three sets of LDPE-water systems are listed in Table 1 (Systems D, E, and F), and
they are all used to derive the system constants for the LDPE-lipid system (Cycle-A to C).

Comparing the MLR model and Cycle-A to C models (total four models) in Table 1, it
is apparent that the a constant in the MLR model should be negative, as it is consistently
negative in the Cycle models. Furthermore, the sign of the a constant should be consistent
with that of the b constant in general. The e (or δe) constant in all equations is positive and
the v (or δv) constant in all models is negative. It is noted in Cycle-B that the b constant
(0.103) is positive, but the error bars for both a and b are larger than their values, indicating
that they are statistically insignificant. But it is used further for a comparison purpose, as
discussed in the following sections.

It is worth noting regarding the four models that the positive (e or δe) constant suggests
that LDPE is more prone to generate dispersion interactions than lipids to interact with
the solute through n and π-electron pairs [57]. The negative (s or δs) constant suggests
LDPE having a lower ability to interact with dipolar/polarizable solutes. The negative (a
or δa) and (b or δb) constants reveal LDPE having a lower ability to interact with solutes
through the hydrogen bonding interactions, and the negative v (or δv) reflects LDPE have
a lower ability to interact with solutes from the dispersion interactions and cavity effects.
These results are sensible considering the fact that the lipid phase has water and polar
components (the ester function group) [51,70], and it makes sense that all S, A, and B
constants are negative. The ester groups in lipids are hydrogen bond acceptors and can
interact with more polar solutes. The negative v constant in all models indicates that the
log10Pldpe/lipid is becoming smaller as the hydrophobicity increase. This is a contrast to the
of log10Pldpe/hexane from the previous study [33].

To evaluate the similarity and differences among the four models, the partition con-
stants of measured compounds are computed by each model (Table 1) and descriptors in
Table S1. The calculated values are plotted against the predicted values by MLR model
(without the aA term), as it best represents the measured data. It is noted that these com-
pounds do not possess significant hydrogen-bonding acidity. The results of the calculation
are shown in Figure 3, together with the calculation results using the MLR model, adding
the aA term with a being −1.271 (taken from Cycle-A). It is obvious in Figure 3 that the
predicted values by MLR with aA term are all aligned along the diagonal line (plot A),
because these compounds have essentially no hydrogen bonding acidity. The data points
by the Cycle-A model are in general distributed above the diagonal line, except for sev-
eral compounds at higher log10Pldpe/lipid values. The data points by Cycle-B model are in
general distributed above the diagonal line as well, but no trending relationship with the
MLR model can be observed. The data points by Cycle-C model are distributed essentially
the same as that of Cycle-A, except that all predicted log10Pldpe/lipid values are higher than
those predicted by the MLR model. If the highest predictive limit of log10Pldpe/lipid is
the criterion of model acceptance, Cycle-C model is considered as the best. This point is
discussed further in Section 4.5 using the measured LDPE extractables (Table S2).
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4.2. Calculation of LDPE-Lipid and LDPE-Hexane Partition Constant Range for Collected LDPE
Extractables

Based on the predictive models established in the section above (Table 1), the range of
Pldpe/lipid can be determined for the collected LDPE extractables (Table S2). Figure 4 shows
the results of the calculations and plots against log10Po/w values. Also included in the figure
are the predicted Pldpe/hexane values for the same LDPE extractables using two equations,
one established in a previous publication [33], and the other one by a thermodynamic cycle
between log10Pldpe/water and log10Phexane/water (System L and M in Table 1), as discussed in
Section 2.3. It is noted that the effect of LDPE swelling by hexane is absent in System M. It
is seen in Figure 3 that the logarithm of Pldpe/lipid is trending towards a decrease with an
increase in the log10Po/w by MLR and Cycle models (plot A, B, C and D). The extent of the
decrease is strongly correlated with v constant. The more negative v constant in Cycle-B
model (plot B), the sharper decrease with log10Po/w. However, the logarithm of Pldpe/hexane
shows an increasing trend with the log10Po/w with a LDPE swelling (plot E). If the effect of
swelling by hexane on LDPE is not considered, Pldpe/hexane decreases obviously with the
log10Po/w (plot F).
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as the independent variable for the observed LDPE extractables. Plot (A): log10Pldpe/lipid by MLR
model; Plot (B): log10Pldpe/lipid by Cycle-A model; Plot (C): log10Pldpe/lipid by Cycle-B model; Plot (D):
log10Pldpe/lipid by Cycle-C model; Plot (E): log10Pldpe/hexane by System L in Table 1 (with swelling);
Plot (F): log10Pldpe/hexane by System M in Table 1 (no swelling). The solid line in each plot is the
linear regression line between log10Pldpe/s (s = lipids and hexane) vs. log10Po/w. The lines above and
below the regression lines are the limits of the data by SE of the regression with 95% confidence.
Also included in Plot (E) is the log10Pldpe/lipid by Cycle-A model for the evaluation of the data
overlap between log10Pldpe/lipid and log10Pldpe/hexane. The vertical line at log10Po/w = 15 in plot (E)
indicates the full divergence between log10Pldpe/lipid and log10Pldpe/hexane. The horizontal line at
log10Pldpe/s = 0 in plot (E) indicates the log10Pldpe/s = 1 to show the distribution of data points.

As the representation of extractables physicochemical properties in this study needs
to be log10Po/w, and there is not a direct thermodynamic relationship between log10Po/w
and log10Pldpe/s [33], a simple empirical equation is used instead to quantitatively describe
the relationship to enable the prediction of LDPE-solvent partition constant for LDPE
extractables of different hydrophobicity. The (empirical) linear regression results and
statistics between log10Pldpe/s (s = hexane or lipid) and log10Po/w are shown in Table 2. It is
seen in the table that all intercepts and slopes are statistically significant, as all p-values are
much smaller than 0.05. As expected, the SE is large and F-values are small (<100), because
this is an empirical relationship. It is noted that the F-value by hexane without swelling
is the largest. It is also worth noting in Figure 4 that the shaded area above and below
the linear regression line bounded by the SE covers the range of Pldpe/lipid and Pldpe/hexane
values across the hydrophobicity range in each plot.

4.3. Dependence of log10Pldpe/lipid on log10Po/w for LDPE Extractables

It has been reported that log10Pldpe/lipid could be linearly related to log10Po/w as
follows [44,45]:

log10Pldpe/lipid = 1.17 + 0.056·log10Po/w (11)

Equation (11) was established with 16 compounds and the range of log10Po/w was
from 0.5 to 18. The lipid was represented by olive oil. However, a different conclusion
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has been demonstrated in a recent study [47], and log10Pldpe/lipid has no relationship, or
(weakly) negative relationship with log10Po/w.

The log10Pldpe/lipid data in Table S1 are linearly correlated with log10Po/w as well, and
the results are tabulated in Table 1, as System C. It is seen in Table 1 that the slope of the
regression is 0.005 with a p-value of >0.05, thereby indicating that a statistically significant
relationship between log10Pldpe/lipid and log10Po/w cannot be established.

The regression results between log10Pldpe/lipid and log10Po/w for the observed LDPE ex-
tractables by the four models in Table 2 all indicate a small negative slope, with large SE and
small F-values, which indicates that log10Pldpe/lipid is weakly and negatively proportional
to log10Po/w. However, log10Pldpe/hexane shows a weakly and positively correlation with
log10Po/w (System L). The slopes and intercepts of the four models are used to determine
the upper limits of Pldpe/lipid in Section 4.5.

Overall, log10Pldpe/lipid is weakly and negatively dependent on log10Po/w by the com-
pounds in Tables S1 and S2 with a large SE. The opposite is true for log10Pldpe/hexane.
The conclusions of this section have been reported for other solvents [22,23], as shown
in Figure S4.

4.4. Model Validation

To confirm if the four models (MLR and Cycle-A to -C) are acceptable to predict
log10Pldpe/lipid for the measured LDPE extractables, the ratio (Rh/l) of Pldpe/hexane and
Pldpe/lipid are determined by log10Pldpe/hexane and log10Pldpe/lipid using Equation (4), as
discussed in Section 2.6. It is then plotted against log10Po/w, as suggested by Equation (5).
If the Pldpe/hexane and Pldpe/lipid were correct, the log10Rh/l should be a linear relationship
with log10Po/w, because it theoretically related to the same water phase by log10Plipid/water
and log10Phexane/water. The derivation of Equation (3) (log10Pldpe/hexane, System L in Table 1)
was not based on water-related phase [33]. The MLR model is not based on a partition
system involving water. Figure 5 plots the log10Rh/l against log10Po/w by MLR and Cycle-A
to -C (plots A, B, C and D) for the Pldpe/lipid, and Equation (3) as the log10Pldpe/hexane (with
swelling). Also included in Figure 5 are the plot (E and F) using System M (Table 1) to
calculate log10Pldpe/hexane (no swelling).

It can be seen in Figure 5 that there is an excellent linear relationship between log10Rh/l
and log10Po/w using Equation (3) to calculate log10Pldpe/hexane; however, no relationship
is expected when System M (Table 1) is used to represent log10Pldpe/hexane. The plots in
Figure 5 clearly demonstrate the influence of LDPE swelling by hexane on the extractables
distribution (System M is not discussed further). Furthermore, the data in plots A–D show
no sign of curvatures. The data in plots A–D are linearly correlated and the results of
correlation and descriptive statistics are shown in Table 2 as well. It can be seen in Table 2
that the intercepts and slopes are statistically significant. The SE is between 0.32–0.36,
and F-values are all high. Overall, although the log10Pldpe/hexane and log10Pldpe/lipid are
not derived based on the same (water) phase (either both or one system), the excellent
linear relationship still exists. This clearly indicates that the MLR and Cycle models (and
Equation (3)) are all suitable for the prediction of log10Pldpe/hexane and log10Pldpe/lipid of the
observed LDPE extractables.
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Figure 5. Illustration of the relationship between log10Rh/l (h = hexane and l = lipids, Equation (4))
against log10Po/w for the observed LDPE extractables. The log10Pldpe/hexane by System L (with
swelling) is used in the calculation of plots (A–D). Plot (A): log10Pldpe/lipid by MLR model; Plot (B):
log10Pldpe/lipid by Cycle-A model; Plot (C): log10Pldpe/lipid by Cycle-B model; Plot (D): log10Pldpe/lipid
by Cycle-C model. The log10Pldpe/hexane by System M (no swelling) is used in the calculation of plots
(E,F). Plot (E): log10Pldpe/lipid by MLR model; Plot (F): log10Pldpe/lipid by Cycle-A model.

4.5. Comparison of MLR and Cycle Models in Predicting LDPE-Lipid Partition Constants for
Observed LDPE Extractables

To further evaluate the similarities and differences among the four log10Pldpe/lipid
models, the log10Pldpe/lipid values for the observed LDPE extractables (Table S2) are com-
puted by each model. The predicted values by Cycle models are plotted against those
by the MLR model in Figure 6. Also included in Figure 6 is a plot (A) by the calculated
values with the same MLR model with an addition of the aA term (a = −1.271, same as in
Figure 3). It is seen in Figure 6 (plot A) that some of the data points by the MLR model
with the aA term are below the diagonal line, because this term is negative and decreases
log10Pldpe/lipid values for solutes with a significant hydrogen- bond acidity, as expected.
The data points predicted by the Cycle-A and Cycle-C models are in general distributed
above the diagonal line, except for a few compounds below the line, and they are essentially
the same. The prediction results by Cycle-B show lower results for alkane extractables due
likely to the small negative a and positive b constant in the model. Thus, Cycle-A and C
models generally predict higher values than those by the MLR model.

Finally, model Cycle-A and Cycle-C are used to predict the upper limits of LDPE-lipid
partition constant in the following section.
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4.6. Comparison of LDPE-Hexane and LDPE-Lipid Partition Constants for LDPE Extractables

The ranges and values of LDPE-hexane and LDPE-lipid partition constants are deter-
mined by the empirical regression coefficients in Table 2 (systems L, B, I, J, and K) using
log10Po/w from zero to 30. The results of the calculation are tabulated in Table 3. The lower
and upper bounds are also included using the SE value of each regression (95% confidence).

It can be seen in Table 3 that the range of Pldpe/hexane predictive values is from 0.02
at log10Po/w = 0 to 1.50 at log10Po/w = 30. The upper bound at the same hydrophobicity
range is from 0.10 to 7.18. The range of Pldpe/lipid predictive values by Cycle-A model, for
example, is from 0.0302 at log10Po/w = 0 to 0.0006 at log10Po/w = 30. This range of Pldpe/lipid
values is considered small, thereby indicating that extractables distribution between LDPE
and lipids are highly favorable towards the lipid phase, due to the lipid physicochemical
properties, as discussed in Section 4.1.3.

It should be emphasized that the Pldpe/lipid values are in general small, and the exact
values may not be as important as the upper bounds from a practical extraction perspective
(see Equation (7)). That is why the upper bound of the Pldpe/lipid values are shown in
Table 2, and why the four predictive models are compared in Figures 4 and 6 to understand
which one predicts the highest values and upper bounds. The range of the upper bound
of Pldpe/lipid values by Cycle-A model is from 0.268 to 0.005 over the same hydrophobicity
range. Additionally, the range of the upper bound of Pldpe/lipid values by Cycle-C model
is from 0.272 to 0.01. Based on these values, Cycle-C model should be used to predict the
Pldpe/lipid values, consistent with the conclusion in Section 4.1.

It is thus concluded that the assumption of Pldpe/s (s = lipids and hexane) is less than
1 or equal to 1 is not appropriate for hexane solvent when log10Po/w is greater than ~15.
It is also noted that the predictive values of Pldpe/lipid in this section and the developed
methods in this study can be critically important in environmental sampling. Additionally,
the Pldpe/hexane values derived in this study can be valuable in the prediction of extractables
release [48].
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4.7. Thermodynamic Contribution to Over-Extraction of LDPE by Hexane

Based on the ranges and values of Pldpe/hexane and Pldpe/lipid from Section 4.6, the
distribution of extractables between LDPE and hexane/lipids highly favor the solvent
phase in general, except for the very hydrophobic solutes by hexane solvent. As illustrated
in plot E of Figure 4, the Pldpe/hexane values are overlapped nearly completely with the
Pldpe/lipid values, when their log10Po/w values are less than about 6. The Pldpe/hexane values
are totally larger than Pldpe/lipid values, when log10Po/w is higher than ~15 (see also Table 3).
It is therefore concluded that the extractables distribution between LDPE and solvents,
hexane and lipids, are approximately the same and favors the solvent phase (Pldpe/s < 1),
when their log10Po/w values are less than about 6, after which the distribution to lipids are
becoming more favorable thermodynamically than to hexane. Overall, the partitioning
of LDPE extractables into lipids is the same as or more favorable than into hexane. This
point can be further illustrated by calculating the amount extracted at equilibrium by
both solvents using the data in Table 3 by Equation (7). For example, the upper limit
of Pldpe/s value by hexane at log10Po/w = 15 is 0.85, while that of lipids is 0.052. The
fractions extracted by hexane and lipids are 54% and 95%, respectively, assuming that the
LDPE and solvent phase volumes are the same. The fractions extracted by hexane and
lipids at log10Po/w = 30 are 12% and 99%, respectively, by the same calculation. Therefore,
lipids are better extraction solvents than hexane from a thermodynamic consideration.
The over-extraction by alkane solvents or any nonpolar organic solvents towards LDPE
should not be the thermodynamic effect, but the kinetic effect, consistent with the previous
assumption [20] and further supported by the discussion in Section 4.8.

4.8. Determination of Over-Extraction of LDPE by Hexane over Lipid

The thermodynamics of extractables distribution between LDPE and solvents is the
focus up to this point. The contribution to over-extraction is concluded to be mainly the
kinetic effect from LDPE to lipids relative to hexane. However, this effect is closely related
to solvent-material interactions or swelling of material by alkanes and lipids [33,83].

4.8.1. Material-Solvent Interactions

During an extraction of materials with solvents, the polymer will swell to a certain
extent, depending on the degree of polymer-solvent network interactions. The degree of
swelling for LDPE by nonpolar solvents and lipids (or vegetable oils) are collected and
tabulated in Table 4, together with the diffusion rates of solvents into materials. Also
included in the table are the swelling data by alcohols and two more related materials
(LLDPE and PP) for a comparison purpose. It can be seen in Table 4 that the degree of
swelling of LDPE by alcohols (semipolar) is <2%, typically 10–30% by nonpolar solvents,
and less than 3% by lipids/oils (at ambient temperature). The degree of material-solvent
interactions and swelling strongly affect the effective diffusion coefficient of both extraction
solvents and LDPE extractables, as interpretated by the free-volume theory [83]. Of course,
the viscosity of the solvents also plays a role in the diffusion rate.

The solvent diffusion rates collected in Table 4 are plotted in Figure 7. It can be seen
in the figure that the change in solvent diffusion rate by alkanes to lipids can be over a
thousand-fold using the median values. The same range has been documented for larger
MW extractables [20]. The increased diffusion rate of extractables by organic solvents
relative to lipids can affect their release kinetics, as discussed in the next section.
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left plot is lipids/oils; and the solvent in the right plot is hexane (or nonpolar organic solvents). The
median values are indicated in the graph.

4.8.2. Time-Dependent LDPE Extractables Release Profiles

To demonstrate the solvent effect in the release of LDPE extractables into lipids and
alkane solvents, Figures 8–10 show the extraction kinetics of butylated hydroxytoluene
(BHT), n-octadecane, and n-dotriacontane, respectively [46]. Similar graphs by HDPE
material are shown in Figures S1–S3.

It is seen in Figure 8 that the release of BHT is a diffusion-controlled process by all
solvents, because an approximately linear relationship can be observed by the log-log
scale [25,26]. The full extraction can be achieved by all solvents; however, the time to reach
a full extraction is different. For example, it takes 0.4 day by heptane solvent, 40 days by
ethanol/corn oil/trioctanoin, and nearly 400 days by water. Additionally, the release rate by
ethanol, corn oil, and trioctanoin are essentially the same. This is the reason why ethanol (or
95% ethanol) is used in the food industries to simulate fats for polyolefin materials [13,15].
It is also the basis that Equation (8) is used to estimate the over estimation in this study.

Similar conclusions can be drawn for the extraction of n-octadecane (Figure 9) and
n-dotriacontane (Figure 10). The release kinetics are becoming slower due to the increase in
the MW from BHT to n-dotriacontane.

It is also pointed out from the three figures that the over-extraction should be the
vertical distance between the release curves of heptane and lipids/oils/ethanol within their
linear ranges.
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Figure 8. Illustration of BHT extraction release kinetic profiles from LDPE material by different
solvents [46]. The X-axis and Y-axis are in 10-based log scale to show a much broad range of time
duration (day). The Y-axis is the fraction (or amount at time t, M(t)) extracted to the total amount in
the material (Mt). The solvents are indicated in the figure. The temperature of the extraction is 30 ◦C,
except for water (60 ◦C). The thickness of the material is 0.061 cm.
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by different solvents [46]. All notations the same as those in Figure 8. The thickness of the material is
0.028 cm.

4.8.3. Over-Extraction by Alkanes

The over-extraction data are compiled, as outlined in Section 3.10, and they are pre-
sented in Table S5. The data in Table S5 are plotted in Figure 11 as a histogram plot. It can
be seen in Figure 11 that the median value of over-extraction is about 7-fold, and as high as
100-fold can be expected for high MW extractables. This is a result of a nearly 1000-fold
increase in the corresponding diffusion coefficients of high MW extractables into alkane
solvents relative to lipids [20].
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5. Conclusions

The over-extraction of extractables from medical devices by nonpolar organic solvents
relative to biological lipids are evaluated from both thermodynamic and kinetic perspec-
tives, based on the Abraham solvation model and solvent-material interactions, using
LDPE as representative material. Abraham solvation models are established by either MLR
or thermodynamic cycle conversion to correlate the LDPE-lipid partition constant using
the measured LDPE-lipid partition constants. The constructed models for log10Pldpe/lipid
and log10Pldpe/hexane are used to calculate and compare the ranges and values of Pldpe/s
(s = lipids and hexane) for the observed LDPE extractables. The kinetic contributions to
over-extraction are evaluated by the material swelling and solvent diffusion rate. It is
concluded from the study that the kinetic effect, rather than the thermodynamic effect, is
the main reason for the over-extraction. Finally, the extent of over-extraction can be up to
over 100-fold with a median value of 7-fold.
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//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/liquids4010006/s1. Figure S1: Time-Dependent BHT Release Pro-
files by Different Solvents from HDPE Material., Figure S2: Time-Dependent C18 Release Profiles by
Different Solvents from HDPE Material., Figure S3: Time-Dependent C32 Release Profiles by Different
Solvents from HDPE Material., Figure S4: Illustration of the Dependence of LDPE (or HDPE)-Solvent
Partition Coefficient on log10Po/w of Extractables.; Table S1: Tabulation of Analytes with Measured
Partition coefficients (P_(ldpe/lipid)) and Their Physicochemical Properties., Table S2: Tabulates the
collected LDPE extractables and their physicochemical properties by organic solvent extractions.,
Table S3: Correlation Matrix of Descriptors of Solutes with Measured Pldpe/lipid, Table S4: Correlation
Matrix of Observed LDPE Extractables Descriptors., Table S5: Tabulates the over extraction data,
compiled from literatures.
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